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Homophones sheet ks2

Although this is not a KS2 resource, these Year 2 spreadsheets can be a good place to start with young children. It covers the rules of homophones, shows children their use, checks their understanding and makes them use their learning. Get it here 2 | Year 3 and 4 homophones spreadsheets you can also get the same style resource for lower KS2 as well, plus there are
challenge spreadsheets available to test their knowledge when you're done. Get the homophones spell training sheets here and get homophones challenge sheets here. 2.3 Other Years 5 and 6 homophone spreadsheets Yep, you guessed it, we've also done the same for teaching homophones in upper KS2. You can find Y5/6 homophones spelling sheets here and challenge
spreadsheets here. 4. Beano SPaG LOLZ Beano's SPaG LOLZ program for primary schools covers six important spelling, punctuation, and grammar topics with six curriculum-based lesson plans each for KS1 and KS2. These lesson plans focus on joke-writing techniques taught through SPAG; Designed to help classes hone their comedy skills and inject some fun into literacy
lessons. The first lesson in the series focuses on homophones, and you can download them here for KS1 and here for KS2. Or the entire SPaG LOLZ program is free to download school.beano.com. 5.5 other 55 homophone spreadsheets That's right, 55 spreadsheets. 55! All in one PDF. Most of them ask students to choose between two homophones, others ask them to fill in the
blanks that choose from regular homophones like to too, and two. Grab this PDF here. 6.6 other Homophone words matter This PDF resource from Mr MC three homophone words matter for you to download. Click here to get these and download complementary flash cards here. 7. SPaG Test This PowerPoint file is a baseline SPaG test for Year 7 students from always-excellent
Ms Cole (educatedminds.co.uk), so it can obviously be used for year 6s without too much trouble. There are 32 slides covering spelling, punctuation, preposition, and most importantly for this of course, homophones. Download it here. 8.8 other Homophones for years 3-6 Alternatively, if you want something to cover a wider range of young students, this PowerPoint presentation
provides a great picture to help children in their learning and understanding of what a homophone is and how a word that sounds the same can have other spellings and meanings. It is colourful and stimulating for literacy teaching that encourages children's interaction throughout. Get it here. 9. Homophone Challenge This PDF file has three quick exercises for students to try. The
first is to think of as many homophones as they can in five minutes. The other asks them to pick out all the homophone pairs in a poem. And the third gets them to pick out other words in the poem that can also be a homophone. Click here to download. 10 . 50 homophone puzzles This PowerPoint presentation goes through 50 homophones by first providing clues like the cat that
joins students to guess the homophone. If they it then sets up pictures of a lynx, and some chain links, before revealing the answer. Click here to download. Order by: Last most beloved alphabetical order Homophone fanReable fans showing different homophones. Start with ... read more Y2 | Writing transcript Homophone squaresDo you no your homophones? You want to get
them to write? A game ... read more Y3 Y4 | Writing Transcription | Vocabulary, punctuation and grammar Homophone snapLarge snap card ready to cut up. Mix and part. When you ... read more Y3 Y4 | Writing transcript Which is the witch? Homophone flash card. Play matching games or use cards to create ... read more Y3 Y4 | Writing transcript More homophonesComplete the
sentences with the right homophone. Includes a ... read more Y5 Y6 | Writing transcription transcription
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